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Finding 2.3   A critical task in the education of future data scientists is to instill 
data acumen. Key concepts involved in developing data acumen include:

► Mathematical foundations
► Computational foundations
► Statistical foundations
► Data management and curation
► Data description and visualization
► Data modeling and assessment
► Workflow and reproducibility
► Communication and teamwork
► Domain-specific considerations
► Ethical problem solving.

A Central Finding



Key communication and teamwork concepts/skills that 
would be important for all students in their data science 
programs and critical for their success in the workforce are 
the following:  

► Ability to understand client needs,  
► Clear and comprehensive reporting,  
► Conflict resolution skills,  
► Well-structured technical writing without jargon, and  
► Effective presentation skills.  

Communication and teamwork 
concepts
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A need for resources
• Collaborative work is innate to being a statistician or data scientist.
• Real-world training is often a small part of a student’s academic 

program.
• There is a dearth of materials meant to facilitate training in 

collaboration compared to materials for traditional statistical theory 
and methods. 

• Instructors are often compensated less for this teaching (worth 
fewer credits or volunteer service), thus increasing value of 
accessible resources.



What did we need?
• Free and easily accessible online
• An engaging and active-learning resource for students
• Able to augment any course format (in person, on-line, hybrid) 
• Flexible enough for use by a variety of instructors with different 

emphases and student backgrounds
• Promote student encounters with common real-life challenges
• Spur thought and discussion about communication, collaboration, 

as well as difficult statistical concepts 
.... led us to want a modern set of videos and supporting materials.



The videos
• We produced 10 modern, freely available videos
• Portray scenarios of mock collaborative interactions
• Context of the videos is academic research discussions, yet can be 

generalized to other settings
• Supporting materials include

– Discussion questions
– Scripts
– Other resources

• Designed to augment existing curricula
• Provide contexts for rich discussion, not templates for perfect 

interactions



General themes captured
● General communication, planning, and meeting-related issues
● Challenges with statistical inference
● Professional ethics

     Most videos have more than one theme and there is 
overlap among videos.



The videos and discussion questions in this theme focus on ways to:

● work with a domain expert to move expectations of the statistician away 
from a technician role and toward a more collaborative relationship 
(Scenario 1),

●  negotiate the scope and timeline of work in a mutually beneficial way 
(Scenarios 2 and 4),

●  discontinue a collaborative relationship and decline future work (Scenario 
3), and

●  end a meeting politely, yet firmly (Scenario 5).

General communication, planning, and other meeting-related issues



● Students hear and critique conversations around technical statistical topics led by the 
statistician, and are encouraged to reflect on ways to discuss statistical concepts with 
non-statisticians. 

● Common skills portrayed across these videos include listening and teaching in a 
respectful and professional manner. 

● The videos show collaborative statisticians:

○ responding to broad and ill-defined questions and requests (Video Scenario 6),

○ discussing and explaining the difference between statistical significance and 
practical relevance (Video Scenario 7), and

○ encouraging scientific collaborators to expand their understanding of statistical 
thinking to include data visualization and exploratory descriptive summaries (Video 
Scenario 8).

Challenges with statistical concepts



● Discussions can combine principles from the ASA’s Ethical Guidelines for Statistical 
Practice (2018) with awareness of underlying tone or demeanor to demonstrate 
importance of a statistician understanding that requests for unprincipled analyses often 
come from a lack of understanding and not from ill-intent. 

● In the ethics-related videos, scenarios include:

●      navigating requests for p-hacking (Scenario 9),

●      explaining pseudo-replication and its potential ramifications (Scenario 10), and

●      addressing inappropriate and potentially unethical analysis choices (Scenario 10).

Professional ethics



Example (Scenario 8)

https://sites.google.com/site/julialsharp/other-resources/statistical-collaboration-training-videos/video-scenario-8-advocating-for-data-visualization?authuser=0






Link to the Videos

https://community.amstat.org/statisticalcollaboration
trainingforappliedstatisticians/home



Questions

1. What lessons did you learn from developing these resources?



Questions

2. If you had time and energy, what topics would be included in future 
videos?



Questions

3. What guidance do you have for instructors and curriculum 
developers in developing communication and collaboration skills?


